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’ INTRODUCTION

Enzymes are a group of functional proteins with the ability to
catalyze specific reactions.1 This property has been widely
exploited in advanced devices such as biosensors, bioreactors,1

or in enzymatic fuel cells.2 Economic reasons demand reusability,
long shelf-life time, and efficient usage of the applied enzymes.
Therefore, immobilization on solid supports is mandatory to
match these requirements and consequently, numerous strate-
gies have been developed over the past decades.3�13 However,
many enzyme-hybrid complexes may suffer from leaching, and
degradation could not always be sufficiently reduced, especially at
extended self-lifetime.

The challenge in immobilization of enzymes is to provide
sufficient linkages as necessary to prevent enzyme leaching but at
the same time accommodating these proteins as gently as
possible to avoid loss of bioactivity. Therefore, one of the most
promising routes to solve these problems is to immobilize
enzymes in environments as similar as possible to biological
systems. This concept of biomimetism is based on the inspiration
by naturally occurring structures and tries to replicate them for
the use in advanced applications.14,15An interesting approach
herein comprises bioinspired interfaces which are especially

advantageous for bioelectrode applications.16�18 This strategy
involves molecular modification of a solid surface with biological
species as for instance lipids, giving rise to the well-studied
systems of the supported artificial lipid cell membranes.19�21

Biomimetic lipid membranes are ideal host matrices for the
maintenance and transduction of enzymatic activity.22

For efficient and sensitive biocatalysis and biosensing, a large
contact interface between the substrate bulk solution and the
supported bioactive phase is important. Therefore, controlled
formation of lipid membranes on large specific surface area
materials has been described, e.g., on silica,23 layered silicates,24

or layered double hydroxides.25 These works indicated versatile
routes to increase lipid membrane surface area for enhanced
loading of biological species.

Recently, we reported the preparation of a new type of bionano-
hybrid materials based on lipid modified clay minerals.26,27 Clay
minerals are large surface materials and display various types of
external and internal surfaces that are generally viable to modify.28
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ABSTRACT: Biomimetic interfaces based on phosphatidyl-
choline (PC) assembled to the natural silicate sepiolite were
prepared for the stable immobilization of the urease and
cholesterol oxidase enzymes. This is an important issue in
practical advanced applications such as biocatalysis or biosen-
sing. The supported lipid bilayer (BL-PC), prepared from PC
adsorption, was used for immobilization of enzymes and the
resulting biomimetic systems were compared to several other
supported layers including a lipid monolayer (ML-PC), a mixed
phosphatidylcholine/octyl-galactoside layer (PC-OGal), a ce-
tyltrimethylammonium monolayer (CTA), and also to the bare
sepiolite surface. Interfacial characteristics of these layers were investigated with a focus on layer packing density, hydrophilicity/
hydrophobicity, and surface charge, which are being considered as key points for enzyme immobilization and stabilization of their
biological activity. Cytoplasmic urease and membrane-bound cholesterol oxidase, which served as model enzymes, were
immobilized on the different PC-based hybrid materials to probe their biomimetic character. Enzymatic activity was assessed by
cyclic voltammetry and UV�vis spectrophotometry. The resulting enzyme/bio-organoclay hybrids were applied as active phase of a
voltammetric urea biosensor and cholesterol bioreactor, respectively. Urease supported on sepiolite/BL-PC proved to maintain its
enzymatic activity over several months while immobilized cholesterol oxidase demonstrated high reusability as biocatalyst. The
results emphasize the good preservation of bioactivity due to the accommodation of the enzymatic system within the biomimetic
lipid interface on sepiolite.
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The bionanohybrids in this work are composed of the fibrous
magnesium silicate sepiolite as solid support for the artificial lipid
membrane (Figure 1). The molecular adsorption from organic
solvent permits feasible control over the deposition of lipid mono-
or bilayer assemblies.

In the present communication, bioinspired interfaces of differ-
ent physicochemical properties, including a lipid mono- and bi-
layer, a mixed lipid/sugar surfactant layer, and a monolayer of the
long-chain alkylammonium detergent cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide are studied as immobilization hosts for enzymes to probe
their biomimetic and biocompatible nature. Therefore, the asso-
ciation of two different kinds of enzymes, urease (URE) and
cholesterol oxidase (COx), was carried out. Urease is a cytosolic
enzyme that is present in cells of many plants, bacteria, fungi, and
algae.29 Cholesterol oxidase, on the other hand, is a membrane-
bound flavoenzyme that catalyzes the oxidation and isomerization
of cholesterol to cholest-5-en-3-one30 and is related to coronary
heart diseases, arteriosclerosis, cerebral thrombosis, and miscella-
neous other dysfunctions.31 The choice of these enzymes reflects
two general schemes of enzyme association to membranes:
external and intrinsic association. The first one is often adopted
by cytosolic enzymes, whereas the latter is frequently found for
membrane-bound enzymes presenting a hydrophobic side chain
for insertion into the lipid membrane.

The adsorption mechanism of URE and COx on the various
interfaces is here investigated and compared in terms of the
individual physicochemical properties such as layer packing
density, surface groups, and surface potential. The catalytic
activity of the immobilized enzymes was assessed by cyclic
voltammetry as well as by UV�vis spectrophotometry. The
resultant enzyme/bio-organoclay hybrids were tested as active
phase of a voltammetric urea biosensor and as cholesterol
bioreactor.

’MATERIALS AND METHODS

Starting Materials and Reagents. Sepiolite (SEP) from
Vallecas, Madrid (Spain) of >95% purity commercialized as Pangel S9
with a cation exchange capacity close to 15 mequiv/100 g and a BET
(N2) specific surface area of 310 m2/g was furnished by TOLSA and
used as supplied. Phospholipids from soybean of 92% L-α-phosphati-
dylcholine (PC) content commercialized as Emulmetik 930 were kindly
provided as a gift from Lucas Meyer Cosmetics and used as received.

Among the 8% in weight are lipids belonging to the lyso family as well as
phosphorus compounds and moisture. Urease (URE) from Canavalia
ensiformis (Jack Bean) with 50590 u/g solid and cholesterol oxidase
(COx) from Brevibacterium sp. with 28 u/mg solid, as well as cetyltri-
methylammonium bromide (CTAB) were purchased from SigmaAl-
drich. n-Octyl-β-D-galactoside (OGal) was delivered by Carbosynth.
See Figure 2 for the structures of these materials. Albumin from bovine
serum (BSA), urea (g98%), cholesterol (g98%), and Triton X-100
were purchased from Sigma. Coomassie Brilliant Blue Gwas supplied by
Aldrich. 5,50-Dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) was received from
Fluka. 2,20-Azino-bis(3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS),
peroxidase from horseradish (HRP) and KH2PO4 were obtained from
SigmaAldrich. Isopropanol and ethanol were of synthesis grade. Deio-
nized water (resistivity >18.2 MΩ cm) was used throughout this work
and obtained from a Maxima Ultrapure Water system from Elga.
Biohybrid Synthesis Procedure. The synthesis of the sepiolite-

lipid biohybrids is described elsewhere in detail.26 In short, phospholipid
is dissolved in ethanol at a concentration of 2.5 or 13.5 mM to obtain a
supported ML-PC or BL-PC. The sepiolite concentration was fixed to
0.2 wt %. The suspensions were stirred for 24 h at ambient temperature
(approximately 22 �C). The resultant biohybrids were collected by
centrifugation (8000 rpm, 15 min.), vacuum-dried at room temperature
and ground to powder for further usage. As PC is considered as the main
adsorbate from phospholipid solutions the obtained materials are
henceforth designated as S-PC including ML and BL. The mixed PC-
OGal layer was obtained from adsorption of OGal on a previously
formed PC monolayer on sepiolite (S-ML-PC). For the OGal adsorp-
tion isotherm 0.2 wt % S-ML-PCwere suspended in an aqueous solution
of OGal with concentrations between 0.078 and 5 mM. The suspension
was stirred at ambient temperature for 24 h. OGal adsorption was
estimated from the OGal concentration in the supernatant and deter-
mined with the phenol-sulfuric acid method.32 The preparation of
sepiolite-cetyltrimethylammonium (S-CTA) has been described
elsewhere.33

Enzyme Immobilization. Enzyme immobilization for the
activity assays took place in 50 mM phosphate buffer (PB) solution
at pH 7 with 0.3 wt% adsorbent material dispersed. Enzyme stock
solutions were prepared in 50 mM PB at pH 7 with 1 mg/mL URE
or 2 mg/mL COx. The enzyme concentration in the adsorption
suspension was fixed to 1 mg/mL for URE and 0.125 mg/mL for
COx. The incubation time was 2 h at ambient temperature (22 �C)
under gentle agitation on a magnetic stirrer. Adsorbents were separated
by centrifugation. Enzyme adsorption quantities were determined
from the supernatant following the Bradford total protein assay34 using
BSA as reference and utilizing a Shimadzu UV-2401 PC UV�vis
spectrophotometer.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a bilayer lipid membrane
assembled on the external surface of a sepiolite fiber.

Figure 2. Schematic representations of the (A) sepiolite structure and
the molecular structures of (B) phosphatidylcholine (PC), (C) n-octyl-
β-D-galactoside (OGal), (D) cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB), (E) Jack Bean urease (URE), and (F) cholesterol oxidase
(COx). The compound dimensions are not proportional for the sake of
visualization.
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Characterization. Surface characteristics of S-PC-OGal hybrids
were investigated by sampling water adsorption isotherms at 25 �C, in
the range of relative humidity between 0 and 95%, with a Gravimetric
water sorption analyzer (Aquadyne DVS) from Quantachrome Instru-
ments (FL, USA). Prior to measurements, the samples were purged at
80 �C until the sample weight remained constant. Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded on a Bruker IFS 66v/S Spectro-
meter with 2 cm�1 resolution. The samples were prepared as self-
standing films and measured in transmission mode ζ-potential measure-
ments of 0.05 wt % suspensions in 50 mM PB (pH 7.0) were performed
on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS.
Reagentless pH Sensor for Urease Activity Assays. The

reagentless pH probe was based on polycrystalline gold disk electrodes,
which were conditioned and modified with a self-assembled monolayer
of 5,50-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) as reported elsewhere.35

Holding the potential at �0.53 V for 3 s triggers the generation of a
reversible, surface-confined NHOH/NO redox couple with a formal
potential of 0.035 V vs Ag/AgCl. This redox couple is pH dependent
resulting in a corresponding peak potential shift as the pH value at the
electrode surface changes due to the enzymatic reaction. Thus, the
DTNB modified gold electrode can be used as a reagentless voltam-
metric pH sensor, based on the following relationship: Ep =
0.453�0.059 pH (see the Supporting Information S1). For measure-
ment of enzymatic activity, urease-biohybrids were deposited as films by
a 10 μL drop on the DTNBmodified gold electrode surface from a PVA
suspension (0.5 wt %) containing 1 wt.% URE-biohybrid and allowed to
dry at ambient temperature. CV measurements were carried out with a
minipotentiostat μSTAT 100 from DropSens in 10 mM PB (pH 7.4)
with a typical three electrode setup consisting of the surface modified
gold electrode, a platinum auxiliary electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference
electrode. The potential range was set to +0.2 and �0.3 V with a scan
rate of 50 mV/s. Prior to use, the electrodes were conditioned in PB for
30 min to ensure sufficiently well-hydrated films. Urea aliquots were
added from a 0.1 M standard stock solution that was prepared weekly
and stored at 4 �C.
COx Activity Assays. COx activity was deduced from measuring

H2O2 oxidation current with a platinumwire as working electrode (three
electrodes setup with Pt auxiliary electrode and Ag/AgCl reference
electrode) in suspension with 0.5 wt % COx-biohybrid dispersed. The
supporting electrolyte was 50 mM PB at pH 7.5. Cholesterol stock
solutions of 0.1 M in isopropanol were prepared freshly prior to use.
Cholesterol working solutions of 0.25 mM were prepared from 50 mM
PB (pH 7.0) containing 1 wt %. Triton X-100 by adding an aliquot of
cholesterol stock solution under vigorous stirring and then warmed up
slowly to 60 �C until the solution becomes clear. CV was conducted
between 0 and +0.65 V with 50 mV/s and H2O2 was detected at +0.6 V.
COx-Bioreactor Preparation. COx-bioreactors were prepared

with the supports S-ML-PC and S-BL-PC, respectively. The COx
enzyme was immobilized from a 2000 μg/mL stock solution by
contacting 3 mg support with 160 μg COx. After 2 h incubation at
ambient temperature the solid was separated and washed with copious
amounts of PB.

Enzymatic activity of COx-bioreactors was determined from spectro-
photometric experiments. Cholesterol working solutions of 0.5 mM in
PB were prepared as described above. The bioreactor (3 mg) was
suspended in 2 mL PB and an aliquot of cholesterol working solution
was added. The mixture was thermostatted for 7 min at 25 �C in a water
bath shaker. The solid was then separated by centrifugation and the
supernatant was analyzed for the amount of enzymatically produced
H2O2 using a Shimadzu UV-2401 PC UV�vis spectrophotometer.
Therefore, 1 mL of supernatant was mixed with 10 μL of 10 mM ABTS
and 50 μL of 23 μMHRP and brought up to 2mL with PB. After 2 min a
UV�vis spectrum was collected and the absorbance at 728 nm was
measured. The recyclability of bioreactors was also evaluated. After each

addition of 31 μM cholesterol, the activity assay was conducted as
described above. The supported enzymes were separated and washed
thoroughly in PB before starting a new catalysis cycle.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Surface Properties of Sepiolite-Hybrid Materials. Pristine
sepiolite and modified sepiolite with different interfacial proper-
ties were prepared and compared in terms of enzyme immobi-
lization performance. Sepiolite with hydrophobic surface
modification was obtained by PC and CTA monolayer forma-
tion, respectively. Hydrophilic surface layers were provided by
PC bilayers and mixed PC-OGal layers, respectively.
The neat sepiolite used in this work was reported to have an

isoelectric point (iep) of 2.2�3.3.36 Consequently, the observed
ζ-potential at pH 7 in 50 mM PB is �27.8 ( 0.3 mV. The
negative surface charge is accounted to Mg2+ by Al3+ isomor-
phous substitutions in the octahedral layers giving rise to cation
exchange behavior, typically in the 15�20mequiv/100 g range.37

Another suggested origin of the negative surface charge was
attributed to the presence of �Si�O� groups, originating from
deprotonation of surface hydroxyl groups and adsorption of
OH� ions.38

According to the previously described procedure26 a PC
monolayer with 25mmol/100 g was formed on sepiolite, yielding
a packing density of 0.92 lipid molecules per nm2. The ζ-
potential of the S-ML-PC hybrid decreased to �18.5( 0.7 mV.
Similar observations were made in the silica liposome
system.39,40 This decrease in ζ-potential has been attributed to
a shielding effect imposed on the surface charge by adsorbed PC
molecules. As a result, PC shifts the electrokinetic slip plane
outward and thus, decreasing the absolute value of the ζ-
potential. The sepiolite supported lipid bilayer26 has a ζ-potential
of �18.1 ( 0.7 mV and contained 50 mmol/100 g, revealing a
molecular density of 0.92 lipids/nm2 in each membrane leaflet,
which indicates the exact complement of the monolayer. Packing
density, however, is somewhat lower than in PC liposomes or
supported bilayer lipid membranes on even surfaces.41 This may
well be ascribed to irregularities of the fiber surface giving rise to
microroughness which can be a reason for the reduced layer
packing density. Actually, the position of the asymmetric CH2 IR
band of organic molecules can be used to study the compaction
of self-assembled monolayers on smooth surfaces (e.g., gold).42

In the present case, an insignificant peak shift of 3 cm�1 has been

Figure 3. Adsorption isotherm of OGal on S-ML-PC obtained in water
at 21 �C. The solid line represents the fitting curve of a logistic growth
model (R2 = 0.9997).
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observed for increasing PC content on sepiolite (data not
shown). This is therefore in agreement with the lower packing
density of the PC layers on sepiolite.
Layer formation of OGal was investigated by sampling the

adsorption isotherm of this biosurfactant on S-ML-PC which
followed a sigmoidal shape (Figure 3).
This type of adsorption isotherm is typical for adsorbates that

show intermolecular cooperativity based on van der Waals
interaction between hydrophobic moieties.43 In particular, non-
ionic surfactants have been observed to adsorb at hydrophobic
solid/water interfaces in this manner.44 The saturation level is
calculated as 127 mmol/100 g, which corresponds to a molecular
packing density of 4.7 OGal molecules per nm2. This is about 2
times the monolayer packing density of n-octyl-β-D-glucoside at
the air/water interface.45 It is assumed that the PC monolayer
serves as anchor and nucleation site for the growth of the OGal
outer membrane leaflet by hydrophobic interaction between the
hydrocarbon chains.46 This assumption is also supported by
Persson et al.,47 who investigated the adsorption of n-dodecyl-β-
D-maltoside on hydrophobized surfaces based on silane and
concluded insertion of alkyl chains of the sugar-based surfactant
into the hydrophobic silane layer as anchoring mechanism. The
excess of OGal might be explained in terms of hydrophobic
aggregation or hemimicelle formation,48,49 which can occur even
at surfactant concentrations considerably below the critical
micelle concentration.50 In consequence, this can lead to in-
creased molecule packing density and might explain in the
present case the elevated packing density of OGal on the PC
monolayer. On the other hand, this packing density value could
equally well be achieved by assuming the formation of an OGal
bilayer. However, hydration repulsion between the headgroups
of sugar-based surfactants is known to occur,51 and hence, would
impede the assembly of an OGal bilayer in this fashion.

The alteration of surface hydrophilicity uponOGal adsorption
was studied by sampling water adsorption isotherms on the
prepared S-PC-OGal biohybrids. Figure 4 displays the water
adsorption isotherms on pristine sepiolite, S-ML-PC and S-PC-
OGal with increasingOGal content. All the testedmaterials show
isotherms with a sigmoidal shape which is characteristic of
hydrophilic materials. The isotherms were analyzed according
to the Park’s model,52 rendering the Langmuir capacity constant
Al (water monolayer coverage) from the initial slope of the curves
which can be interpreted as measure for hydrophilicity of the
exposed interface. The high Al value of 6.9 g/100 g confirms the
hydrophilic behavior of pristine sepiolite fibers. After adsorption
of a PC monolayer, Al is considerably reduced (2.5 g/100 g), but
the successive increase of OGal quantities at the ML-PC surface
gave rise to gradually increasing Al values until 3.6 g/100 g. This
behavior is attributed to the elevated presence of hydrophilic
galactoside groups at the external surface. A more detailed
discussion on the obtained isotherm fitting parameters is pro-
vided in the Supporting Information S2. Themeasurement of the
ζ-potential of S-PC-OGal (109 mmol/100 g) revealed�21.6(
1.3 mV, which remains close to the value of the lipid monolayer.
This was expected because the adsorption of a nonionic com-
pound imposes only little alteration on the ζ-potential.46

The surface properties of S-CTA are characterized with the
intention to provide a comparison between the monolayers of
the biosurfactant PC and the organo-surfactant CTA. This can be
of importance for subsequent studies related to the association of
biological species on these materials. CTA adsorption on sepio-
lite yielded 34 mmol/100 g, which results in a packing density of
1.25 molecules/nm2 (or 0.8 nm2/molecule). This value is higher
than the cross-section area of 0.5 nm2 of a CTAB molecule in a
monolayer on silicon dioxide.53 The microscopic roughness of
sepiolite may reduce the ideal packing density of the CTA
monolayer. However, according to water sorption (Figure 4),
the CTA monolayer is significantly more hydrophobic than the
PC monolayer. This suggests denser molecule packing than in
the case of the ML-PC. In this last case, the kink attributable to
the double bond in the acyl chain of the PCmolecule impedes the
same high degree of ordering and allows for partial penetration of
water molecules into the layer. Adsorption of the cationic CTA+

changed the ζ-potential of sepiolite to a value close to zero. This
surface charge compensation indicates Coulomb interactions
between CTA+ and the negative charge sites on sepiolite
together with a shielding effect of organized paraffin chains.
Table 1 reports the discussed surface properties.
Enzyme Adsorption on Different Sepiolite Surfaces. Ur-

ease was adsorbed on neat sepiolite and the different hybrid
materials from PB at pH 7.0. Figure 5 shows the uptake of urease
from where it can be seen that any kind of surface modification
enhanced urease retention with respect to pristine sepiolite.
It is very complex to ascertain the predominant type of

interaction between URE and the support as electrostatic and
hydrophobic forces, both from different protein residues and the
involved particular surfaces, may contribute in different extend to
the overall adsorption process in each case. For instance, pristine

Figure 4. Water adsorption isotherms at 25 �C for pristine sepiolite
(SEP), S-CTA, S-ML-PC and S-PC-OGal hybrids containing 14, 54, 90,
and 109 mmol/100 g of OGal. The solid lines are calculated from Park’s
equation. The inset shows the regime of Langmuir adsorption.

Table 1. Overview of Layer Properties and ζ-Potential Values

SEP ML-PC CTA BL-PC PC-OGal

ads. quantities (mmol/100 g) 25 34 50 25 + 109

molecule density (nm�2) 0.73 1.25 1.46 4.70

ζ-potential (mV) �27.8 ( 0.3 �18.5 ( 0.7 �3.7 ( 0.3 �18.1 ( 0.7 �21.6 ( 1.3
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sepiolite and S-BL-PC display ionic interaction sites like nega-
tively charged centers on the clay surface and trimethyl ammo-
nium and phosphatidyl groups of the lipid molecules. Moreover,
the ζ-potential of both materials is negative (sepiolite,�27 mV;
S-BL-PC, �18 mV). However, under the conditions of immo-
bilization (pH 7.0) the surface of URE is negatively charged
(isoelectric point (iep) of urease is 5.0�5.2)54 and ionic repulsion
is likely to counteract attractive forces and consequently, reduce
adsorption quantities. On the other hand, attractive forces might
be, in case of S-BL-PC, H-bonding between the lipid headgroup and
cysteine, tyrosine, or histidine side chains of URE. Additionally,
glutamate, present in URE,55 is known to strongly interact electro-
statically with the phosphatidylcholine headgroup.56

Urease adsorption on S-PC-OGal (109 mmol OGal/100 g)
yielded very high retention. This can be attributed to the very
polar headgroup of OGal, comprising four slightly acidic hydro-
xyl groups (pKa 12.35)

57 and two etheric oxygen atoms. These
are prone to form dipole�dipole and even dipole-ion interac-
tions with the polar and ionic regions of the urease surface. Also
H-bonding with urease side chains cysteine, tyrosine, or histidine
is likely to occur. Together, these interactions are supposedly
strong enough to compensate for the ionic repulsion between the
anionic URE and S-PC-OGal.
High adsorption quantities were also determined on the

hydrophobic PC and CTA monolayers. On urease a large hydro-
phobic patch is surrounding the binuclear nickel catalyst center58 that
may well interact and adsorb on hydrophobic surfaces.59 This might
explain the observed high retention of this enzyme.
Adsorption of the membrane-bound enzyme cholesterol

oxidase (COx) on the different interfaces was also assessed and
it was found to be equally high for all tested materials. Enzyme
concentration in the supernatant was below detection limit of the
total protein assay and gave an uptake of ca. 45 μg/mg
corresponding to a 100% uptake of all available enzyme
The iep of COx is around 4.7 (Supplier data), which renders

the COx surface negative at the pH value used in the immobiliza-
tion step. However, attractive interactions are apparently stron-
ger. Sampson et al.60 observed COx binding constants to vary
only little with membrane surface charge, ionic strength, or pH
which suggests that surface binding to membranes is mainly
driven by hydrophobic interaction. This may explain the equally
high retention on different type of interfaces such as lipid layers,
CTAmembrane, or pristine sepiolite. The high retention of COx
on pristine sepiolite in contrast to the lower adsorption of URE
might be attributed to entrapment in microcavities, probably
most in the mesopores of the clay fibers. The COx protein has a
molecular mass of 64 kDa, with a molecular cross section of

15 nm2 according to Wildgoose et al.,61 which is smaller than
URE (460 kDa) and might therefore easily enter the
microcavities.
Enzyme Activity Measurements and Immobilization Me-

chanism. Urease. Kinetics of immobilized urease were assessed
electrochemically by means of a reagentless voltammetric pH
probe62,63 based on the redox compound DTNB assembled to
the gold electrode surface. As detailed in Supporting Information
S1, the redox signal due to the couple NHOH/NO derived from
DTNB is shifted toward more negative potential values as pH
increases. Thus, this potential shift is useful to detect the increase
of pH as result of the catalyzed oxidation of urea (eq 1):

ðNH2Þ2CO þ 3H2O f 2NHþ
4 þ HCO�

3 þ OH� ð1Þ
The produced peak shift was plotted as a function of the urea
concentration in the supporting electrolyte (Figure 6). The linear
slope of the curves provides a measure for the preserved
enzymatic activity on the different interfaces (Table 2). Because
of the sigmoidal curve shape, the data was fitted to the Hill
model64 for kinetic evaluation of the immobilized enzyme

I ¼ ð½C�=½C0:5�Þh
1 þ ð½C�=½C0:5�Þh

Imax ð2Þ

where Imax is the maximum rate of the enzymatic reaction, [C0.5]
is the concentration at half saturation, and h is the Hill coefficient.

Figure 5. Urease adsorption on bare sepiolite and sepiolite hybrid
materials with urease uptake given in percentage of available enzyme
quantity.

Figure 6. Potential shift of DTNB as a result of pH increase produced
by urea oxidation and plotted as function of urea concentration. The
solid lines represent the fitting curves to the Hill model. Urease was
immobilized on pristine surface and sepiolite displaying biointerfaces
such as BL-PC, ML-PC, PC-OGal, and CTA.

Table 2. Activity of Immobilized Urease As Indicated by the
Slope of the Potential Shift As Function of Substrate
Concentrationa

interface

SEP ML-PC BL-PC CTA PC-OGal

slope (VM�1) 0 �21.3 �33.3 �10.2 �16.8

Imax (mV) �99.8 �109.0 �23.9 �73.3

[C0.5] (mM) 2.5 1.62 1.1 2.1

|Imax/[C0.5]| (VM
�1) 39.9 67.3 21.7 34.9

aThe kinetic parameters Imax and [C0.5] as well as the catalytic efficiency
Imax/[C0.5] are derived from fitting to the Hill model.
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Lipid containing interfaces provide high urease activity with
the lipid bilayer having the highest of all studied interfaces. The
good maintenance of bioactivity on this material may be ascribed
to the close resemblance of the supported lipid bilayer to
biological lipid structures and thus, providing optimal immobi-
lization conditions. This is also reflected by the high catalytic
efficiency Imax/[C0.5] (Table 2). Pristine sepiolite, on the other
hand, did not conserve enzymatic activity at all. This could be
attributed to the fact, that catalytic activity may be compromised
due to interaction with the support. The IR amide I and II bands
of the amino acid chains can provide indications of the state of
protein structure deformation caused by strong sup-
port�enzyme interaction or by degradation processes. On
pristine sepiolite, for instance, immobilized urease showed a
significantly perturbed amide II band appearing at 1521 cm�1,
indicating at least a partial denaturation of the immobilized
enzyme (see the Supporting Information, Figure S3). For the
other materials, FTIR spectra showed no signs of band perturba-
tion which indicates maintenance of the enzyme conformation,
even though the band was in some cases extremely weak.
Unfortunately, the stronger amide I band is superimposed by
the OH band of water molecules adsorbed on sepiolite. The
inconstancy of the OH band upon adsorption of organic species
prevents a subtraction of this band for deconvolution of the
amide I band and therefore cannot be used for assessment of the
protein structure.
On the CTA interface, a high amount of urease was adsorbed

but the sample demonstrated low activity and catalytic efficiency.
This may be explained in terms of protein orientation and
hydrophobic interactions. As explained earlier, urease possesses
a large hydrophobic patch surrounding the Ni catalyst center.
Hydrophobic interaction with the CTA interface is likely to
orientate the enzyme with its catalyst center toward the support
surface and hence, hampering the access of urea to the catalyst
site. Additionally, it can be assumed that CTA-protein interac-
tions caused protein structure distortion analogously to theURE-
palmityl glycidyl ether system in which case protein unfolding
occurred,65 even though in the present case no direct evidence
could be retrieved from IR examination.
Similar interactions may apply in case of S-ML-PC, however to

a smaller extend. Here again, the activity is lower than for S-BL-
PC. But the lower packing density as compared to the CTA
monolayer and therewith accompanied highermembrane fluidity
may allow the enzyme to reorientate and thus, recover some of its
activity. This assumption is also supported by the significant
long-term conservation of enzymatic activity on S-ML-PC over a
period of several weeks (Supporting Information Figure S4). It
indicates that the reduced activity is less related to hydrophobic
induced degradation processes which eventually will decline the
activity to zero, but rather to conformational obstructions. This
long-term activity, for instance, was not observed for S-CTA.

Urease activity at the mixed PC�OGal interface is inferior to
the lipid bilayer. Galactoside residues on the outer surface seem
not to stabilize urease sufficiently. Nonionic sugar-based surfac-
tants such as alkyl glucosides are known as versatile protein
solubilizers under the avoidance of typical denaturation effects
caused by many ionic detergents.66 Enzyme activity was also
reported to be unaffected by this class of mild detergents.67

Therefore, this interface was initially presumed to be a good
scaffold for sustainable enzyme immobilization. Instead, it might
be reasonable to consider the different type of electrostatic
interaction between OGal and URE as compared to PC as
possible cause for the decayed activity. This result indicates the
necessity of a fully developed lipid bilayer that truly mimics and
acts as a biocompatible cellular membrane for optimal enzyme
immobilization and activity.
For all cases, the Hill coefficient h was between 1.5 and 2,

corroborating a deviation from classical Michaelis�Menten
kinetics64 as result of allosteric effects.68

Cholesterol Oxidase. The activity of immobilized COx was
assessed by plotting calibration curves (Figure 7a) from the
oxidation current response that originates from the H2O2

produced in the COx catalyzed reaction (eq 3)

cholesterol þ O2 sf
COx

cholest� 4� en� 3� one þ H2O2

ð3Þ
The deduced analytical parameters are listed in Table 3. Appar-
ent kinetics of immobilized enzymes are determined among
others by two factors: (1) enzyme structure degradation due to
support�enzyme interactions and, (2) mass transport limita-
tions both in the external bulk solution and the internal support-
ing matrix.69 Fitting the obtained substrate conversion data to
appropriate models may reveal these processes. Lineweaver�
Burk plots (Figure 7b) were constructed from the reaction data
to determine the apparent values of the Michaelis�Menten
constant KM

app and the maximum current Imax.
The linearity of the Lineweaver�Burk plots indicates the

absence of mass transport restrictions69,70 because of free sub-
strate access to COx, which is adsorbed on the surface of the
suspended hybrid materials. Furthermore, because all studied
materials contained similar enzyme quantities according to the
total protein assay all observed kinetic variations should be solely
associated with variations in enzyme activity.
In this way, COx immobilized on S-ML-PC produced the

largest response. The linear range and sensitivity were found to
be 0�4.9 μM and 154 mA M�1, respectively. Slightly inferior
sensitivity was detected on S-BL-PC. The results demonstrate
good immobilization at the lipid interfaces with even enhanced
sensitivity in comparison to free COx. Reduced activity was
detected on the mixed PC-OGal interface and on pristine
sepiolite while no enzymatic activity was registered at the CTA

Table 3. Analytic and Kinetic Parameters for COx Immobilized on Different Surfaces

interface

SEP S-ML-PC S-BL-PC S-CTA S-PC-OGal Free COx

sensitivity (mA M�1) 62 154 138 0 24 47

linear range (μM) up to 4.9 up to 4.9 up to 3.7 2.5�4.9 up to 4.9

KM
app 2.1 5.0 4.4 8.7 8.8

Imax 0.43 1.31 1.10 0.26 0.65
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interface. These findings were supported by the kinetic para-
meters obtained from Lineweaver�Burk plots. COx immobi-
lized on both PC mono- and bilayer showed a decreased KM

app of
about 5.0 and 4.4 μM, respectively, when compared to free COx
(8.8 μM). Immobilization at the PC-OGal interface rendered an
apparent Michealis-Menten parameter in the range of free COx
while pristine sepiolite provided the lowest KM

app with 2.1 μM but
also a very low Imax value (0.43 μA). LowKM

app is indicative for fast
kinetics and high substrate affinity. It is a frequently made
observation that enzymes immobilized on adequate supports
may show faster kinetics than the soluble, free enzyme.71,72

Hence, it is obvious that S-BL-PC offered the best environment
of all tested interfaces for COx immobilization. Also when
comparing the long-term stability after four weeks, the KM

app

value from S-BL-PC was lower than from S-ML-PC (15 and
104 μM, respectively; see the Supporting Information, Figure S5).
BothKM

app increased (2.3-fold for S-BL-PC and 22.6-fold for S-ML-
PC) because of slow protein denaturation, but the PC bilayer
limited this fate to a significantly lower extent. Sampson et al.60

could show that the amphiphathic active-site loop (residues
78�87) of COx interacts with the choline moiety of the lipid

headgroup while amino acid chains of this loop insert ca. 0.8 nm
into the cellular lipid bilayer to ensure an appropriate spatial
orientation of the active center. We presume that this 2-fold
specific interaction with the PC bilayer supported on sepiolite in
the present case enables the high and long-lasting activity of COx.
Contrarily, COx did not preserve any activity on the monolayer
composed of CTA. Strong hydrophobic interaction between alkyl
chains of CTA and the hydrophobic region of COx are possibly
accounted for this observation. Additionally, COx amino acid
chains are possibly hindered to penetrate into the membrane since
the CTAmonolayer is more densely packed. The mixed PC-OGal
interface rendered diminished activity despite of its structural
resemblance to the PC bilayer. Here, the amino acid chains are
likely to insert with more ease because of the lower packing degree
of the outer membrane leaflet. But on the other hand, electrostatic
stabilization as with the choline moiety on a lipid bilayer is not
possible.
Application of Enzyme-Supported Biohybrids. Urease Bio-

sensor. The good immobilization properties of S-BL-PC were
explored as active phase of a urease biosensor. In order to develop
a compact biosensing device, the enzyme-containing solid was

Figure 7. (a) Calibration plots of COx immobilized on sepiolite displaying biointerfaces such as BL-PC, ML-PC, mixed PC�OGal, CTA, and pristine
surface. (b) Lineweaver�Burk plots were derived from the conversion data.

Figure 8. (a) Response time of urease-bioelectrode in 10 mMPB (pH 7.4). After addition of 4.8 mM urea the solution was 30s magnetically stirred and
the time henceforth referred to as elapsed time. The produced peak shift was determined by CV (+0.2 to�0.25 V, 50mV/s). (b) Shelf-life time of urease
supported on S-BL-PC and stored as dry powder at 4 �C before usage. The potential shift was determined at 2 mM urea concentration with CV (+0.2 to
�0.25 V, 50 mV/s) on a DTNB-modified Au electrode as described above.
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dispersed in PVA and spread on the surface of a DTNBmodified
gold electrode, leading to the formation of a film by solvent
casting. The enzyme-modified sensor was immersed in 10 mM
PB at pH 7.4 and a peak shift was produced almost instanta-
neously reaching a constant value after 60�70s (Figure 8a). The
short response time, being an important biosensor characteristic, is
ascribed to fast enzyme kinetics enabled by good immobilization at
the S-BL-PC interface. It also indicates significant diffusivity of both
the substrate and the products of the urea conversion through the
PVA film. The pH change produced within the confined space of the
biohybrid-PVA film is in close proximity to the DTNB-modified
electrode surface. Therefore, urea is fast detectable and allows high
sensitivity (30.8 ( 0.7 VM�1). For shelf-life time investigation, the
urease-biohybrid was kept as dry powder at 4 �C. Enzymatic activity
could be maintained up to six months without significant decay of
sensitivity (Figure 8b), indicating a very good storage performance.
Interference with electrochemically active substances present

in blood serum or urine was tested with ascorbic acid (AA) as one
of the most important interferents.73 AA may affect the signal of
the urease-based sensor by two different ways. First, the oxidation
peak of ascorbic acid appears at a positive potential around
350 mV at pH 7.4 which does partially overlap with the redox
couple of DTNB (data not shown). Second, oxidation products
of AA are dehydro-L-ascorbic acid and hydronium ions which
will locally decrease the pH. This will lead to a shift of the pH
sensitive DTNB redox couple toward positive potentials and
thus, counteracting the negative potential shift caused by urea
conversion. The initial potential produced by addition of 2 mM
urea (referred to as 100% response) is practically unaffected with
0.1 mM AA, and reduced by only 2.6% in the presence of
0.25 mM AA (see the Supporting Information, Figure S6).
The physiological level of AA in serum however is only
0.05 mM.74 This demonstrates that the observed interferences
are rather low. The reason is that the PVA layer acts as
permselective barrier. This follows a widely used strategy to
avoid interferences by limiting the access of electrochemically
active substances to the electrode surface.75,76

Cholesterol-Bioreactor. The results of the COx activity assays
promoted the application of sepiolite-lipid biohybrids (mono-

and bilayer) as possible candidates for COx bioreactors. The
hybrids contained 53 μg/mg COx, corresponding to 100%
uptake, and the bioreactors were dispersed in PB following a
stirred batch reactor setup. Figure 9 shows the catalytic activity of
these bioreactors as a function of the number of catalytic cycles. It
can be noted that the activity of COx after 10 cycles is still very
high: 100% on the lipid monolayer and around 60% on the
bilayer. Another important characteristic is resistance against
mechanical stress. Therefore, after cycle #4, both bioreactor
suspensions were vigorously vortexed. As it can be observed
from the activity of the subsequent cycle, COx immobilized on
S-ML-PC did not show any sign of denaturation while in case of
S-BL-PC, the activity decayed by 35%. Furthermore, a recovery
effect of the enzyme activity can be observed after storage of both
materials for one night in PB at 4 �C. This behavior can be
explained by reorganization and conformational changes of the
enzyme if immobilized on a support, which provides sufficient
mobility. Therefore, this observation can be interpreted as
indication of the good biocompatible nature of the sepiolite-
supported lipid layers.

’CONCLUSIONS

We reported the preparation and structural characterization of
various bio-organic interfaces, consisting in different PC based
membranes adsorbed on the microfibrous silicate sepiolite. The
layers showed important differences in terms of packing density,
hydrophilicity, and surface potential. The cytoplasmic enzyme
urease and the membrane-associated enzyme cholesterol oxidase
were immobilized at these interfaces to probe their biomimetic
properties. The preserved enzymatic activity was evaluated with
respect to the physicochemical properties of the layers. Both
enzymes showed the highest activity on the supported BL-PC
membrane as could be expected because this interface resembles
the native immobilization environment of URE and COx. Urease
associates peripherically, whereas COx binds cooperatively with
the aid of an inserted side loop. This association mode is on the
other prepared interfaces less possible, which is eventually
reflected in the lower enzymatic activity. On the hydrophobic
ML-PC and CTA interfaces, induced enzyme orientation may
limit substrate access and additionally, severe protein degrada-
tion is assumed to occur. These results emphasize the importance
of a suitable interface for gentile immobilization.

The excellent enzyme stabilization properties of the sepiolite
supported lipid matrices were explored for the construction of
urea sensors and cholesterol bioreactors. The immobilized
urease retained its activity over several months which can be
economically significant. Similarly, the COx-biocatalysts were
recyclable under conservation of elevated enzymatic activity. The
good dispersion properties of the sepiolite fibers additionally
contributed to a homogeneously mixed reaction media offering a
large accessible surface area that affords high exploitation of the
enzymatic activity and thus high conversion rates.
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Figure 9. Catalytic activity of COx bioreactors as function of number of
catalytic cycles. S-ML-PC (filled columns) and S-BL-PC (checked
columns) were loaded with 53 μg COx per mg of support. After each
catalytic cycle, the bioreactor was separated and the supernatant was
subjected to analysis. Before starting a subsequent cycle, the bioreactors
were washed in PB.
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